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Suite life of zack and cody episodes ranked

Last updated: November 5, 2020The Suite Life of Zack and Cody stars identical twin brothers Dylan and Cole Sprouse, as Zack and Cody, whose life change when their mother Carey (Kim Rhodes), ends up landing a job in one of Boston's finest hotels, the Tipton Hotel. As part of Carey's contractual deal, the twins get
her to live in a top floor suite of the hotel. Ashley Michelle Tisdale stars as Maddie Fitzpatrick, who plays the role of hotel candy counter girl and part-time babysitter, that tends to put an end to Zack and Cody's antics. Brenda Song stars as the rich and spoiled hotel heiress, London Tipton; while Phill Lewis plays the role
of Mr. Moseby, the Tipton Hotel Manager.The twins compete on a game show in which Cody does the mental challenges while Zack has to do the physical challenges. Maddie accidentally sends Mr. Moseby an angry e-mail that she's trying to retrieve. 8.80 84 voices Directors: Richard Correll Writers: Danny Kallis, Jim
GeoghanMr. Moseby and the Tipton Staff are challenged to a bowling match, by her rival, Ilsa and her team. Zack is the star bowler for the Tipton but ends up having to be replaced due to getting grounded. Zack's replacement must overcome his emotional scars, due to an earlier bowling incident. 8.75 56 votes
Directors: Richard CorrellZack must take responsibility for caring for Carey and Cody because they are ill. Cody uses his illness to his advantage by making Zack his servant. Meanwhile, Mr. Moseby makes an announcement about the Employee of the Month and it's employees competing for that title. 8.45 58 voices
Principals: Richard CorrellA girl at school loves Cody, but after he hires Zack to help, she falls for Zack instead. London dog Ivana and Maddie's dog Scamp fall in love. 8.30 63 voices Directors: Richard Correll Writers: Adam I. Lapidus, Pamela EellsWhen the twins find out about hidden treasures in the Tipton, everyone
goes into a frenzy in search of the money. 8.26 72 votes Maddie, Cody and Zack compete to get the best guest for the online chat show of London. Luckily, The Cheetah Girls and Chris Brown stay at the Tipton, but who will end up winning the competition? 8.24 84 voices Listen nowWhen the twins find out about a ghost
in Suite 613, Zack will stop at nothing to meet the ghost. With a little help from Maddie and London, the twins come face to face with irene's spirit. 8.24 68 votes Zack makes a new rich friend who is mean to Cody and thinks he's a sucker. Maddie and London have to do a parenting project for school as partners. 8.16 55
votes Writers: Jeff Hodsden, Tim PollockCody a summer job, and finds a help wanted sign at the local mini-mart. When the owner realizes Cody is friends with London, he will only hire Cody if he takes him on a date with her. Zack discovers that he's the smartest student in his summer-school class, all the other other
Make fun of him. 8.08 62 votes Cody gets Zack a job at the school newspaper for the board column as the previous person quits. When a girl he likes asks for advice, Zack secretly tells her to ask him out. That's what she does. But if she finds out he's giving the advice, Zack's in trouble. London can't sleep and Maddie,
Mr Moseby &amp; Esteban try to help her sleep. 8.00 57 voices Directors: Eric Dean SeatonZack and Cody discover a machine of Arwin's creation that can transport people from one dimension to another. They hop in, and are back at a mixed version of the Tipton Hotel; where London is a candy girl/babysitter, Maddie is
an air-headed rich hotel heiress, and other personalities are turned on. 7.98 93 votes Directors: Kelly SandefurRaven Baxter is stuck in Boston, where she has a vision that something bad will happen to Cody. After warning him, he becomes vaguely paranoid. Meanwhile, Maddie is trying to get London into wearing
Raven's dress, but London is too firm to do so until pop star Hannah Montana arrives at the Tipton, and wants to wear the dress herself. 7.97 69 voices Directors: Richard CorrellListen NowZack convinces Cody, Jessica and Janice to go to a scary movie, but if it's Zack getting scared, Cody uses it to his advantage.
Meanwhile, London loves a boy, so she pretends to be poor for him to like her. 7.97 34 votes Directors: Richard CorrellWanen Zack and Cody Arwin invite to dinner he will not seem to leave. Carey's annoyed with him, so she forces Zack and Cody to let him go. Meanwhile, Lance dumps London and she wants to find a
way to come back with him. 7.87 54 votes Carey needed some help, so Mr. Moseby takes Zack and Cody to a baseball game. Mr. Moseby gets into trouble because of an incident during the game. London puts Maddie on a blind date, in which Maddie ends up having a really bad hair day. 7.87 77 votes Zack dreams that
he has gone back in time to the Boston Tea Party with his family and friends, where an act of protest by Maddie inspires him to launch a contemporary struggle to save a historic park in Boston that is under threat. 7.87 53 votes Principals: Richard CorrellIt's the first day of high school for Zack and Cody. For the first time,
London has to go to public school. 7.85 59 votes Maddie has her Sweet 16, and loves to put her party in the Tipton. On the same day, London decides to throw its own bash. Zack ended up trying to figure out what Maddie to get for her special day. 7.82 39 votes Directors: Richard CorrellListen NowLondon's father goes
bankrupt due to an investment in a diamond mine. London must now Maddie. Zack and Cody wonder if their parents ever mixed them up when they were babies. 7.82 61 votes Zack and Cody rent out London's Suite while she's out of town so Stacie, a cute girl can leave school a sleepover birthday party at the hotel.
7.78 59 votes Maddie runs a Daycare Service in the Tipton, and when Maddie has a family obligation to attend, Zack and Cody take over. Meanwhile, London is encouraging Mr Moseby to take up yoga to help him relax a little more. 7.77 62 votes There are a few jewel thieves at the Tipton Hotel. Zack and Cody need to
try to figure out who it is to clear someone's name. 7.73 49 votes When a rich, adorable boy stays in the Tipton, Zack and Cody help Maddie impress him by making him think she's rich. In the end, the man discovers Maddie is not rich, but he still likes her. London's 7.73 100 voices (even though she can't sing or dance)
gets the role of Sharpay in their school production of High School Musical instead of Maddie because Mr. Tipton is funding the director's play Floss on Broadway. Zack has to work backstage for detention, and Cody gets the part of Troy. 7.72 54 votes Listen nowWhen a wheelchair basketball team visits the Tipton; Zack
and Cody's basketball team plays an exhibition game against them. Meanwhile, Maddie is filming a movie for a student film competition. She hires Lance, London and Mr Moseby, but they're all terrible, so she needs to find a way to make her film a success. 7.71 51 51 Voting Directors: Richard Correll Writers: Adam I.
Lapidus, Pamela Eells© Copyright 2020 Episode NinjaAboutShows Privacy Policy We are a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for us to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and affiliated sites. Zack and Cody are a charming but
naughty couple. They've changed the Tipton Hotel so it'll never be the same again, much to Mr. Moseby's great. Although the twins have done a lot of redemptive things, 3 seasons of The Suite Life Of Zack and Cody prove that it wasn't all fun and fun. Even in the realm of a sitcom where a family lives in a hotel and gets
mixed up in crazy situations, some things went a little too far. Here's a list of the 10 worst things the twins have done on the show. 10 Mr. Moseby fired poor Mr. Moseby couldn't take a break. Every few episodes he yelled at the boys or did the consequences of their actions. In the season 1 episode, Hotel Inspector, the
Tipton is scheduled for an inspection. Unfortunately, things haven't been in tip-top Tipton form since the boys' arrival. Mr. Mosey is fired for their behavior during a hotel inspection and a surprise rating appearance from Zack and Cody's experiment despite Moseby's best efforts to keep them away from the hotel. 9
Releasing Arwenstein Zack and Cody don't always do what they said They get more mischief together than anyone can handle. Mr. Moseby tells Maddie that better men than them tried to control them, and failed. If they accidentally discover something hidden in Arwen's room Arwen says they shouldn't go to the secret
room behind the bookshelf and past the iron gate, what do they do? They're going. A trap goes wrong and Arwenstein is released into the hotel. 8 Taking Advantage Of Travis When Travis makes his sudden appearance in the elevator and offers to help the twins with their karate and cooking in the season 3 episode
Romancing The Phone, he stole the hearts of viewers. Travis is visiting alone and must leave shortly after his first appearance because his father works on a cruise ship. When he asks the twins if they can go bowling because he's never been away before, they agree to take him as a way to thank him for his help. But the
twins are quick to break their promise, telling him that the plan is off and they want to spend time with their dates. 7 Treatment of Mr Moseby Stress, stress and stress. If it hasn't been stressed enough, the presence of the twins has created a damaging increase in Mr. Moseby's cholesterol levels. From being injured by
the twins, being plagued by the twins, to, as mentioned earlier, being discharged because of the twins. The man can't take a break. Although they do all these things with him, Mr. Moseby is essentially a parental figure in their lives and looks after them the best he can if he doesn't worry too much about the damage they
do to the hotel. 6 Zack Manipulating Darlene In the Season 2 episode Ask Zack, Zack has an eye on Darlene. He asks her out for dinner and a movie, but she turns him off saying she's not really dating right now. If Zack wants a job on the paper because it's that or the marching band, Cody gives him the advice column,
Ask Shirley. When Darlene sends a letter to Shirley, Zack uses his position on the paper, as Cody says, to manipulate her for his own personal gain, doing a bad, wrong, no no, which is morally repugnant. 5 Crashing A Wedding When a famous couple gets married at the Tipton Hotel in the season 1 episode Grounded
On The 23rd Floor, the twins take this opportunity to make some money. After breaking Mr. Moseby and creating havoc in the lounge, their mother gets a bill that she's too broke to afford. Rumors are spreading that the tabloids are paying $20,000 dollars for the first kiss of the bride and groom. When the couple
specifically secured the wedding against paparazzi, it's a pretty immoral attempt to get money, even if it's an act of love to their mother. 4 Hotel Damages Zack and Cody treat the hotel as their own personal playground. In the season 2 episode Forever Plaid, the guys throw a ball, smash a lamp, and scratch the paint
wall. They drive around the luggage carts in several episodes, a horse inside the hotel, visit the kitchens and cook in them without proper health certificates, break a painting, lose a nursery that draws on the walls, makes holes in the walls, make renovations inside closet, almost kill Esteban while he's cleaning a lamp,
knocking down ladders. The list goes on. 3 Lose The Daycare Kids When parents leave their children at a nursery they are rightly impressed that their children will be well looked after. In the season 2 episode Daycare, Zack and Cody are left to watch Maddie's daycare. Chaos ensues and the children disappear after
suggesting a game of hide and seek, only for the kids to start running around the hotel and creating a mess of things like the child pulling on walls as mentioned above. Some serious damage may have been done and injuries sustained that would have gotten the hotel into some major trouble. 2 Treatment To Max is one
of the earliest friends of the twins, meet her and Tapeworm is the very first episode. But their friendship with her isn't exactly cherished. In the season 1 episode Footloser, Max and Zack are partners for the fictional dance competition Go Dance U.S.A.  Zack injures himself and makes Cody pretend to be him, even though
Cody can't dance. In the Season 1 episode Band In Boston, the twins create a rift in the band of which Max is also a member. Max is also made to feel stupid when Zack reveals that he was forced to go on a date with her in the episode Kisses And Basketball. 1 Zack pretending to have dyslexia disabilities are not
something to joke about. In the season 1 episode Smart And Smarter, the twins receive their report cards. Zack's not doing so well. One of the character differences between Zack and Cody is their studious tendencies. Cody is portrayed as the twin who is composed and book smart, while Zack is more adventurous and
hands-on. Zack gives his mom the excuse that he has dyslexia to cover his bad grades when he really isn't in the effort. NEXT: 10 Shows To Leave On As A Nightlight (and Where To Go To Stream Them) Next The Big Bang Theory: 10 Worst First Dates The Characters Had Related Topics Lists suite life of zack and
cody About The Author Zarreen Moghbelpour (137 Articles Published) More From Zarreen Moghbelpour
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